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1. Why do you want to open a winery?

This is the number 1 question to answer!  Small business owners must be 
passionate about their business for it to succeed!  Below are three reasons one 
might want to open a winery; you may have others.

• You like the challenge of making good wine
• You like the hospitality side and want a tasting room
• You like growing grapes

In my case it was the challenge of making good wine.  However, for the first few years I was also 
trying to manage several acres of grapes owned by others.  At first the romance of working in the 
vineyards was attractive to friends and family but that soon faded.  This turned out to be just too 
much commitment for me so now we buy all the grapes we use from other growers.

LL#1: Do what you like and don’t spread yourself too thin.



2. Business Plan

YOU HAVE TO MAKE A BUSINESS PLAN.  I made my business plan in late 
2017 when the decision was made to leave the winery where I was at 
and open our own winery.  Amazingly enough, we’ve tracked pretty 
close to it.  I’ve had to make a few updates but not many. There are a 
lot of business plan templates out there, pick one that fits what you’re 
trying to achieve.  The best thing about a business plan is that it makes 
you address almost every issue or challenge you’re likely to encounter.

LL#2: Make a business plan and set your goals.



3. Goals

Somewhere in your business plan there has to be goals.  Below were our 
goals all of which we’ve meet except number three, we’re still working on 
that one.
1. Have fun
2. Minimize initial investment
3. Optimize operating costs
4. Grow slowly while gaining experience and customers
5. Become cash positive by the end 2019

LL#3: Identify your goals and make them achievable.



4. Marketing Plan

So if you’re going to make wine commercially, there needs to be a 
market for it.  I was very lucky in having an existing building on our 
property that was easily converted into a tasting room with very little 
investment.  And I had my daughter Ashley to run the tasking room.  
Ashley is 2nd level Sommelier, has a degree in theatre and has worked in 
hospitality for over 15 years.  She also wholesales 25 % of our sales 
volume to restaurants, bars, liquor stores and breweries.  We also sell 
wine at as many profitable events as possible.  

LL#4: Have an achievable means of marketing your wine.



5.   Suppliers

It’s difficult to stay in business if you don’t have a good relationship 
with your suppliers.  If any good came out of 2020 it was the lessons 
learned with suppliers.  Before 2020 supply chains were so efficient 
there was no excess inventory anywhere.  The pandemic disrupted 
supply chains in a big way! We stuck with our suppliers all the way 
through the good times and bad.  I don’t have any proof of this, but I 
believe most of our suppliers appreciated our loyalty.

LL#5: Develop a good relationship with your suppliers



6. Grape Growers

If you’re not growing grapes then you’re dependent on growers. Unless 
your buying grapes from large well-established growers you must get to 
know your growers!  You must make multiple visits to their vineyards to 
check out progress and quality.  You should also ask for their spray 
records to make sure they’re following pre-harvest intervals for the 
chemicals they’re using.  Most of the small growers that we buy from 
are within a 50 mile radius of the winery.  And there were times where 
we actually had to help pick the grapes do a shortage in pickers.

LL#6: Learn to be flexible with your grape sources



7. Experience

Try to gain experience working or volunteering in an existing winery 
near you. You may have years of experience with five-gallon charboys
and wine kits but that’s a fraction of what you need in your tool kit 
when several tons of grapes are delivered three hours late with a 
temperature of 95 degrees  fahrenheit.

LL#7: if possible, gain experience by working in another winery prior to 
striking out on your own.



8.  Oenology Education

When I started working in the nearby winery, I also started online 
classes at Texas Tech University 
https://www.depts.ttu.edu/pss/VEpage/wcp.php
That was a great idea I stumbled upon.  I was able to take online classes 
at the same time I was experimenting in someone else's winery!  I 
wasn't really interested in getting a certification, I just needed the 
basics.  I took Wine Production 1 and 2 and Winery Design, Utilities and 
Operations.  The next page shows the core and elective courses. This 
isn’t a plug for Texas Tech just an example of what’s out there, probably 
in your state.
LL8: Get Educated

https://www.depts.ttu.edu/pss/VEpage/wcp.php


Curriculum Example

Core

Wine Production 1: 
Fermentation

Fall 4 13 weeks Online

Wine Production 2: 
Post Fermentation

Spring 4 13 weeks Online

Essential Wine 
Analysis Summer

Summer/ Winter 2 2 days FBG

Sensory Evaluation 
for Wine Production

Summer/ Winter 2 2 days FBG

Elective

Viticulture for 
Winemakers

TBD 3 10 weeks Online

Wine Marketing and 
Wine Tourism

TBD 3 10 weeks Online

Winery Design, 
Utilities and 
Operations

Fall 3 10 weeks Online


